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Abstract 
Given a set of tasks with associated processing times, deadlines and weights unrestricted in 
sign, we consider the problem of determining a task schedule on one machine by minimizing the 
sum of weighted completion times. The problem is NP-hard in the strong sense. We present 
a lower bound based on task splitting, an approximation algorithm, and two exact approaches, 
one based on branch-and-bound and one on dynamic programming. An overall exact algo- 
rithm is obtained by combining these two approaches. Extensive computational experiments 
show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a machine which can process at most one task at a time, and a set 
T= {T1,..., T,,} of n tasks with associated processing times pl, . . . , pn, deadlines 
d 1, . . . . d,, and weights wl, . . . . w,, we consider the problem (called P in the following) 
of determining a task schedule that minimizes the sum of weighted completion 
times, while preserving the deadline requirements of each task. Using the three- 
field classification introduced in Graham et al. [7], the problem is denoted as 
1 (djlCwjCj. 
We assume that tasks are available at time zero, that processing times and deadlines 
are positive integers, and that weights are integers unrestricted in sign. A schedule is 
defined through the vector (C,, . . . . C,) of the task completion times: task Tj is 
processed in time interval (Cj - pj, Cj]. 
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The problem is strongly NP-hard, even if the weights are restricted to being positive 
integers (see Lenstra et al. [9]). An exact algorithm for this restricted case has been 
given by Posner [l 11. 
The unrestricted case can be re-stated by expressing each weight, Wj, as the 
difference between two nonnegative values Clj (pow time penalty) and pj (earliness 
penalty). The objective function of P can thus be written as 
Z*(P) = min i (CljCj - PjCj) 
j=l 
= min i (CtjCj + fij(dj - Cj)) - i pjdj 
j=l j=l 
j=l 
Problem P’ can be interpreted as a single machine scheduling problem where the 
processing cost associated with each task Tj is equal to aj times its completion time 
plus pj times its earliness, Ej = dj - Cj. The flow time penalty has classically been 
used to model overhead and capital carrying costs sustained uring production, while 
the earliness penalty takes into account the cost incurred for storing a finished 
product until it is shipped. Hence the model is useful to describe problems arising in 
a Just In Time context. 
An exact algorithm for P’, based on a dynamic programming approach, has been 
developed by Bard et al. [2], while Feo et al. [S] have presented aheuristic algorithm 
based on a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP). Special cases 
and related problems have also been studied by Fry and Leong [6], Bagchi and 
Ahmadi [l], Faaland and Schmitt [4] and Sen et al. [12]. 
In Section 2 we present a lower bound based on task splitting. In Section 3 we use 
the premptive lower bound to obtain an approximation algorithm. Two exact algo- 
rithms, one based on branch-and-bound and one on dynamic programming, are 
developed in Section 4. Extensive computational experiments are presented in 
Section 5. 
Throughout the paper we assume that the tasks are numbered so that 
dI d d2 < ... < d,. (1) 
It is well known (see Smith [13]) that problem P has a feasible solution only if the 
schedule produced by the so-called earliest due date (EDD) rule (C, = pl; 
Cj = Cj_ 1 + pj, j = 2, . . . , n) is feasible. 
2. Lower bound 
Let us consider the following new problem, called SP in the sequel, obtained from 
P by allowing each task Tj to be split into any number k(j) of pieces Tj,, , . . , Tjk,jl with 
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deadlines dj, = dj for each i and j, positive processing times pj,, . . . , pjkcj, such that 
C:!Jr pji = pj for each j, and weights wj,, . . . , Wj,,,, with wj, = pjiWj/pj. Let Cj, be the 
completion time of piece Tj;: the objective function of SP is defined as 
n k(j) 
z(SP) = C C WjiCji. (2) j= 1 i= 1 
Posner [ 1 l] proves (for the case Wj >/ 0, but it can be easily seen that the proof holds 
also for unrestricted wj) that, given a feasible solution to P of value z(P), for any task 
splitting, the solution to SP obtained by consecutively scheduling Tj,, . . . , Tjkcj, in time 
interval (Cj - pj, Cj] satisfies Z(P) = Z(W) + CBRK, where 
n k(j)- 1 k(j) 
CBRK = C C Wj, 
j=l i=l 
Let z*(SP) be the optimal solution value of SP; then 
L = rz*(SP) + CBRKl (4) 
is a valid lower bound on the value of z(P). We show in the following that SP can be 
solved in polynomial time. 
Let US partition task set Tinto T+ = { Tj: Wj > 0} and T- = { Tj: wj < O}. Let n+ 
and n- be the cardinalities of T+ and T-, respectively. These two subsets contain 
tasks that have a different behavior in an optimal schedule: the tasks of set T- require 
to be processed as late as possible, while those of set T+ must be scheduled as early as 
possible. Let us also rename the tasks in such a way that 
T+ = {T:, . . . . T;}, T- = { T; , . . . , T,-- } 
(with df , d,: , pf , pi, w; , w,: renamed accordingly) and that (1) holds for T+ and T-, 
i.e., 
df < d;+ 1, dj Q dj, 1 for all j. (5) 
Definition 1. A block is a set Bi = { To:, T&+ f, . . . , Ti } of consecutive tasks of T- 
(ordered according to (5)), whose total processing time is not greater than the time 
interval between d& 1 (with d, = 0) and db, . Let Si = db, - Cjbi__ pj : the associated 
block interval is BZi = (si, d& 1. 
Arising from Definition 1 we have, for any task splitting: (a) no piece coming from 
a task of a block Bi can be processed after the right extreme db, ; (b) all pieces coming 
from the tasks of Bi can be processed in the associated block interval, leaving no idle 
time; (c) all the deadlines of these pieces, and no other deadline of a piece coming from 
a task of T-, fall within the block interval. 
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Fig. 1. (a) The block intervals; (b) optimal solution to SP; (c) approximate solution to P before post- 
optimization; (d) final approximate solution to P. 
Example 1. Let n = 10, (pj) = (2,4,3,3,3,5,4,3,5,7), (dj) = (10, 10,12,29,30,32, 
41,43,45,46) and (Wj) = ( - 1,4, - 4,1, - 3,3, - 5, - 3, - 1,l). In Fig. l(a) the tasks 
are right-justified on their deadlines (those with negative penalty drawn with heavy 
lines) and the ratios wi/pj are given. The figure shows the three resulting block 
intervals. 
Let us now define 
z = min t: 5 pf + C (db, - si) = t 
i j=l i:s,<t 
(6) 
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and note that r cannot be the right extreme of any block interval. In the example it 
results r = 24. We can now divide problem SP, i.e., the solution of P with task splitting 
allowed, into two subproblems: 
l P,:SPforthetasksinT,=T+u{T,T:dj<z}; 
l P,:SPforthetasksin TB={T,::d,: >z} 
and observe that 
We will show that z*(SP) can be determined by separately solving, in polynomial 
time, three subproblems induced by the tasks in T’, T,\T’ and T,, respectively. 
Theorem 1. In the optimal solution to SP all pieces coming from tasks of TA are 
scheduled in (0, z]. 
Proof. Consider the optimal solution to SP and assume that some pieces coming from 
tasks of T, are scheduled after z. By definition of TA all such pieces must come from 
tasks belonging to T+ : let TL be, among these, the one with minimum completion 
time Cj, > r. Observe that there is no idle time instant in (0, Cj, - pjt] since otherwise 
we could introduce a new split and move a unit of Tjt to such an instant, thus 
improving the solution. Hence, from (7), there is a set Q of pieces coming from tasks of 
TB, scheduled before Cj, - p:, with total processing time pQ > Cj, - r. From (6), all 
such pieces come from tasks whose blocks Bi satisfy si 2 r, and we have already 
observed that all the tasks of a block can be scheduled within the associated block 
interval. Therefore at least one piece TJ; E Q must have deadline d,; >, Cj,, since 
z + pQ 2 C,. It follows that a unit of Tj’k and one of T,; can be interchanged to 
improve the solution, which is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. The separate optimal solutions to PA and PB do not overlap and they 
produce the optimal solution to SP. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1 and Eq. (7). q 
Theorem 2. In the optimal solution to PA any piece coming from a task TIT E T, is 
scheduled in the block interval associated with the block containing T,:. 
Proof. Assume the thesis is not true. Let Bli be the rightmost block interval such that 
a piece coming from a task of Bi is not scheduled in (si, d&l, and observe that such 
a piece must be scheduled before BZi. Since in any optimal solution there is no idle 
time in (0, z], at least one piece coming from a task of T+ must be scheduled in (sit d& ] 
(indeed, no piece scheduled in BZi could come from a task T; E B,, m # i, through our 
choice of Bli and the deadline constraints): let T,: denote the rightmost such piece. Let 
Tc be the rightmost piece coming from a task of T- and scheduled before Cj,, with 
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d, > Cj, (note that this piece must exist since, by definition, a block interval can be 
filled by tasks of T- with no idle time). By interchanging a unit of TL and a unit of 
Ti we would improve the solution, which is a contradiction. q 
Corollary 2. Problem PA decomposes into: (i) problem PA of optimally scheduling 
(with splitting) the tasks T,: E TA in the corresponding block intervals; and (ii) problem 
Pi of optimally scheduling (with splitting) the tasks of T’ into intervals (0, z] \( Bli: 
Si d 7}. 
We have thus shown that the optimal solution to SP can be determined by 
separately solving: 
(1) SP for the tasks in TB (problem Ps) in time interval (7, + co); 
(2) SP for the tasks in T,\T+ (problem PA) in time interval (0,7], 
and then 
(3) SP for the tasks in T+ (problem Pi) in the intervals of (0,7] not used for the 
solution of PA. 
In PB and PA all the task weights are negative. Any instance of these prob- 
lems can then be transformed into an equivalent instance of 1) rjlCujCj (with 
splitting), obtained by setting vj = - Wj and rj = max,{dk} - dj for all j. This 
problem is exactly solved in O(nlogn) time by the algorithm of Belouadah 
et al. [3]. 
In PA’ all the task weights are positive. A straightforward adaptation of the 
algorithm of Posner [ 1 l] (to take into account the forbidden intervals) exactly solves 
this problem in O(nlogn) time. 
We present a procedure which merges the above algorithms to solve all three 
problems at one time. In Step 1 we schedule tasks of T- within the associated 
block intervals. The schedules are determined from right to left, starting from 
time instant maxj{d,F ). At any iteration, t represents the maximum time instant 
which can be used for the completion of a new task and E is the set of unscheduled 
tasks (and pieces) having deadline not less than t: from E we select task Th 
with minimum value of the ratio Wj/pj, and schedule it. If no deadline of a task 
with ratio Wj/‘pj < w,,/p,, falls in (t - p,,, t], then T,, is scheduled entirely and t 
is set to f - ph; otherwise it is partially scheduled by splitting it at the maximum, 
d*, of such deadlines, and t is set to d*. Whenever E = 0, t jumps to the rightmost 
deadline of an unscheduled task of T- (i.e., to the right extreme of a new block 
interval). The execution of Step 1 terminates as soon as the total processing 
time, s, of the unscheduled tasks is greater than t (so, from Theorem 1 and (7), 
we know that 7 = s): we then set t = s and proceed with the solution of problem P,. 
Step 2 is very similar to Step 1, but the case E = 0 can never occur (see (7)) and the 
next task to schedule is in T+ (since z cannot be the right extreme of any block 
interval). Step 3 computes a lower bound for P according to (2)-(4). The pseudo-code 
follows. 
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Procedure LB 
Step 0 (initialization) 
L:= 0; CBRK := 0; 
s:=c~=lpj;t:=maxj{d,~} (t:=Oif T-z@); E:={T,~:dl~ =t};E:= T-\E; 
Step 1 (solution of problem PB) 
while s d t do 
h:= argmin{wj/pj: Tj~ E}; 
F:={Tj~E:dj>t-ph}; 
if { Tj E F: wj/pj < wh/ph} = 8 then 
schedule T,, in (t - p,,,t]; L:= L + wht; s:= s - ph; 
t:=t-p,,;F:=Fu{Tj~~:dj=t};E:=(E\{Th})uF;~:=~\F; 
if E = 0 then (comment: a block interval has been completed) 
t:=max{dj:jEE}(t:=OifE=0);E:=(Tj:dj=t};E=E\E 
endif 
else call SPLIT 
endwhile 
Step 2 (solution of problems PA and P,‘) 
t := s (comment: value of 7); E := { TT: dj > t}; E:= (Tj: dj < t}; 
while E # 0 do 
h:= argmin{wj/pj: Tj~ E}; 
F:= (TjEE: dj > t_pPk}; 
if { Tj E F: wj/pj < ~h/p,,} = 0 then 
schedule T,, in (t - ph,t]; L:= L + wht; S:= S - f?,,; 
~:=~-~~;F:=Fu{T~EE:~~=~};E:=(E\(T~})UF;E:=~\F 
else call SPLIT 
endwhile 
Step 3 (dejine the lower bound value) 
L:= [L + CBRKI. 
Procedure SPLIT 
d* I= max(dj: Tj E F, WjJpj < wh/ph}; 
split Th into: 
(i) T,,, with Ph, = t - d*, wh, = Ph,Wh/Ph, 
(ii) T,,z with Ph2 = Ph - Ph,, Whl = wh - wh,, dh2 = dh; 
schedule Thr in (d*, t]; L:= L + whIti CBRK:= CBRK + ph,w& 
S:=s-ph;t:=d*;E:=(E\{Th})U(Th2}U{TjEF:dj>d*); 
E:=l?\{Tj~F:dj>d*). 
Correctness of the procedure directly follows from that of the algorithms of Posner 
[l l] and Belouadah et al. [3]. The time complexity is O(nlog n). Indeed, a splitting 
can occur only at a deadline, so 2n pieces at most are scheduled. By using a heap for 
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set E, and observing that set F (introduced for the sake of clarity) needs not be defined 
explicitly, each iteration requires O(log n) time. 
Example 1 (continued). The schedule determined by procedure LB is shown in 
Fig. l(b). Step 1 schedules the tasks in BZJ and BZ1; we have at this point s = 24 = z. 
Step 2 then schedules the remaining tasks in (0,241 and terminates with 
L = - 429 + $ and CBRK = 3. At Step 3 we obtain L = - 427. 
3. Approximation algorithm 
The results of the previous section can be used to obtain an approximation 
algorithm JOIN, which determines, in polynomial time, a feasible schedule for 
problem P starting from the optimal solution of problem SP produced by procedure 
LB. This will also be used to provide an initial upper bound in the exact algorithm 
presented in the next section. If no task was split (hence CBRK = 0) we have an 
optimal solution to P of value z*(P) = L. Otherwise we can easily obtain a feasible 
sequence as follows. We start with t = maxj{dj} and proceed by decreasing comple- 
tion times until we encounter a piece Tja obtained by splitting a task (or a piece) Tj into 
Tj, and Tjb, with processing times pj, and pjb) respectively, having completion times 
Cj, and Cj,, with Cj, > Cj,. We can eliminate this infeasibility in three possible ways: 
(1) by scheduling Tj, with completion time Cj, - pi, and shifting left by Pj, time 
units all the tasks previously scheduled between Tjb and Tja; 
(2) if the total processing time of the tasks preceding Tj, is not greater than 
Cj, - Pjb - pj.7 by shifting these tasks left to make the interval (Cj, - pj, - pj.2 
Cj, - Pj,] idle, and scheduling Tj_ in this interval; 
(3) if the completion time of each task Th scheduled between Tj~ and Tja is not 
greater than d,, - pj,, by shifting right by pj, time units these tasks and scheduling 
Tjs with completion time Cj, + pi,. 
Whenever a piece is encountered, the algorithm evaluates all the above three 
alternatives and selects the one producing the minimum objective function increase. 
Since there are at most n splittings, and each iteration requires O(n) time (because of 
shiftings), the overall time complexity of algorithm JOIN is O(n*). 
The final approximate solution to P is then obtained by optimally inserting idle 
times through the O(n) procedure described in [2], and post-optimizing through the 
local search procedure given in [2]. 
Example 1 (continued). The feasible schedule obtained by joining the split tasks is 
shown in Fig. l(c). Task T, is first considered, and alternative (2) is selected; alterna- 
tive (1) is then selected for T,; the only feasible possibility for Ts is (1). This schedule is 
then improved through post-optimization, producing the solution of Fig. l(d). This 
solution is optimal. 
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4. Exact solution 
We present wo exact algorithms for problem P, one based on branch-and-bound 
and one on dynamic programming. 
4.1. Branch-and-bound 
Branching strategy 
We use a depth-jirst scheme based on the following branching strategy. The 
branch-decision tree consists of n levels, one for each position in the processing 
sequence, starting from the latest scheduled task and moving backwards. At level k, 
position n - k + 1 is considered: let S be the set of tasks currently assigned to 
positions n - k + 2, . . . , n; the algorithm generates ) T\Sl descending nodes by assign- 
ing in turn each unassigned task, according to decreasing deadlines, to the current 
position and, if possible, by also fixing its completion time. Fixing occurs whenever we 
can establish that, for the current sequence, the completion time of a task can be 
optimally determined, according to considerations that will be given later. 
At any node, the completion times of the tasks assigned from the root to a certain 
level have already been optimally fixed, while for those assigned from that level to the 
current one only the position in the sequence has been defined. Let j( k) be the index of 
the task to be assigned at the current level k, and let f(k) < k be the minimum value, if 
any, such that the completion time of Tj(f(k)) has not been fixed. We know that: (a) 
Wj(J(k)) > 0 SiUCe, otherwise, we would have Optimally fixed Cj(f(k)) = min(dj(f(k)), 
Cj(f(k)- 1) - Pj(f(k)- I)); @I Wj(f(k)+l) + wj(f(k)) > 0, since otherwise Wj(f(k)+ I) < 0 SO 
we would have fixed C. ,(f(k)+l) as late as possible by preserving the deadline con- 
StraintS and then Cj(f(k)) as early as possible, i.e., at Cj(f(k)+ 1J + pj(/(k)); by extending 
consideration (b) we easily conclude that: (c) ~~:~(k, Wjch, > 0. 
For the current task Tj(k), the algorithm evaluates the minimum and maximum 
possible completion time: t,(k) = CjET,spj and t,(k) = min(dj(k),tz(k - 1) - Pj(k- 1)) 
(with tz(0) = + 00 ), respectively. Three cases are then considered: 
(1) t2(k) < t,(k): the nodes descending from the current one could never produce 
a feasible solution, so the node is fathomed; 
(2) t2( k) = t,(k): we fix the completion of Tj(k) at tl( k), and then we optimally 
fix the completion times of all unfixed tasks Tj(h) (h = k - 1, . . . ,f(k)) as 
Cj(h) = Cj(h+ 1) + Pj(h); 
(3) tz( k) > t,(k): we must decide whether only the position of Tj(k) is defined or 
whether its completion time too can be optimally fixed. Two possibilities can occur. 
(a) wj(k) > 0: Tj(k) should be scheduled as early as possible, SO Cj(k) cannot be fixed 
without information on the tasks which will precede Tj(k) in the sequence; 
(b) Wj(k) < 0: WC eVdUatC 6 = wj(k) + cis$(k) wj(h). If 6 > 0 then Cj(k) Cannot be 
fixed; otherwise we (optimally) schedule Tj(k) as late as possible by preserving 
the deadline constraints of Tj(h) (h = k - 1, . . . , f(k)), and then we optimally fix 
the completion times of these tasks too as in case (2). 
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Fathoming criteria 
Before task Tj(k) is assigned, the following fathoming criteria are considered. 
Criterion 1. If an unassigned task T, exists such that wh < 0 and t,(k) + p,, 
6 min(d,,, t,(k - l)), then the current node can be fathomed. Indeed, any solution 
having T,, scheduled earlier than Tj(k) could be improved by moving T,, to the time 
interval (t,(k), t,(k) + ph]. 
Criterion 2. If dja > tz( k - 1) and Wj(k,/pj(k, < W. - /p. - ,(k 1j J(k 1j, then the current node 
can be fathomed. The property has been proved in [ll, Corollary 2.11. 
Criterion 3. If an unassigned task T, exists such that d,, > t2(k), ph = Pj(k) and 
wh < Wj(k), then the current node can be fathomed. Indeed, any solution having 
Th scheduled earlier than Tj(k) could be improved by interchanging T,, and Tj(kj. 
Criterion 4. If dh Z t,(k) - pj(k) for all unassigned tasks Th f Tjck,, then we know that 
any sequence of these tasks will satisfy the deadline constraints. Hence we can 
optimally complete the current sequence by assigning Tj(k) to position n - k + 1 and 
adding the remaining tasks according to nondecreasing values of the ratio wJp,, 
(Smith’s rule [13]), update the incumbent solution and fathom the current node. 
Lower bound computation 
If the node is not fathomed by the above criteria, a local lower bound value is 
computed as follows. Let F be the current set of unassigned tasks (Tj(k) excluded). If 
the completion time of Tj(k) (hence that of Tj(h), h < k) has been fixed, the contribution 
of these tasks to the objective function is known, so the lower bound is simply 
computed by adding to such value the quantity L(F, Cj(k) - pj(k)), where L(X, t) 
denotes the value produced by procedure LB when applied to task set X over time 
interval (0, t]. 
If, instead, Cj(k) was not fixed, only contribution Z of the fixed tasks is known; let 
M (= (Tjctc,, *.*T Tj(f(k))}) be the set of assigned but not fixed tasks, and remember 
that: (a) 1 T,‘M wj > 0; (b) once Cj(r) is fixed the completion times of the remaining 
tasks of A4 can be fixed as Cj(h) = Cj(h+ 1) + pj(h) (h = k - 1, . . . J(k)). Hence a valid 
lower bound on the contribution of task set A4 is obtained by assuming Cj(k) = tl (k) 
and consequently determining the completion times of the remaining tasks of M; let 
LM( tl (k)) denote such a value. Since no task of F can be completed after tz( k) - pj(k), 
an overall lower bound for the current node is 
LI = z + LM(tl(k)) + L(F, t,(k) - Pj(k)). (8) 
If L1 < UB, where UB is the incumbent solution value, the lower bound can be 
improved as follows. Let L(t) be the lower bound value we have if Cj(k) = t (with 
t,(k) ,< t d t2(k)), i.e., L(t) = 2 + LM(t) + L(F,t,(k) - pj(k)), observe that L(t) is 
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nondecreasing in t, and let 
f= max{t: L(t) < UB). (9) 
If t < t2( k), we know that the tasks in F can only be scheduled in (0, t” - Pj(kj], so 
LZ = z + LM(tl(k)) + L(F,t”- Pj(k)) (10) 
is a better lower bound value. The process can be iterated until either Li > UB, or 
Li = Li- 1 (indeed, from (8)-(lo), the sequence of Li values is nondecreasing). 
4.2. Dynamic programming 
We have used a standard dynamic programming recursion for sequencing problems 
(see, e.g., Bard et al. [2], Held and Karp [8]). For any X E T and time instant t, the 
state (X, t) denotes the optimal solution to the subproblem of P defined by task set 
X with the additional constraint that the maximum completion time is exactly t. Let 
f(X, t) be the value of state (X, t), with f(X, t) = + co if the subproblem has no 
feasible solution. We trivially have f( 0, 0) = 0. The algorithm considers n stages (for 
k = 1 X 1 increasing from 1 to n) and computes at each stage the values f(X, t) through 
the recursion: 
f(X, t) = min 
i 
min {f(X\{T,,},8)} + Wht , 
T,,aX:d,, > t Sif_-ph 
XC T, (XI=k, t<max{dj). 
The number of states (X, t) is bounded by 2” maxj { dj} ; for each state, the computation 
of f(X, t) requires O(nmaxj{ dj}) time. The overall time complexity is thus 
O(nZ(maxj{dj})‘). 
Atstagek,foreachTjETandeachsetYE{XcT:IXI=k-1andXBTj},letus 
consider the time instants 8 = xrLErPh) . . ..max(dh. Th E Y}, then for t = 8 + pi, 
. ..) t,,, (where t,,, < dj will be defined later) 
z(( Y, 8), Tj, r) = f( Y, 8) + wjt (11) 
is the value of the optimal solution (subschedule) to the subproblem of P consisting of 
task set Y u { Tj} with task Tj scheduled last at Cj = t. Hence for each X such that 
1x1 = k, we havef(X,t)= min{z((Y,S),T,,t): YU {Tj} = X}. 
The value t,,, can be determined by scheduling, according to the EDD rule (see 
Section l), the set of “free” tasks F = T\( Y u { Tj)) in time interval (9 + Pj, + co ) 
and finding in F the minimum difference 6 between a deadline and the completion 
time of the corresponding task. Hence t,,, = 9 + pj + 6, since we cannot schedule all 
tasks of F in time interval (t,,, + 1, + CE ) if Cj > t,,,. 
The number of subschedules to be generated at each stage can be reduced through 
dominance criteria. Let Tl E Y be the task with CI = 9 in state ( Y, 9), and Tj the task 
currently considered for extending the state. The following two criteria have been 
introduced in [2]. 
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Criterion 5. If Wj 2 0, for any ( Y, 9) only z( ( Y, 9), Tj, 3 + pj) needs to be computed. 
If, in addition, w1 < 0 and dl > 9 + pj, no subschedule at all is generated for Tj. 
Criterion 6. If Wj < 0, for any (Y,9) such that wI < 0 and dl > 8 only 
z(( Y, 9), Tj, 9 + pi) needs to be computed. 
Given a feasible solution with value UB, the number of subschedules can be further 
reduced through local lower bound computations. Let L’(F, t) denote the lower 
bound value produced by procedure LB when applied to task set F over time interval 
(t, + co ). The following new criteria have computationally proved to be highly 
effective. 
Criterion 7. No subschedule needs to be generated for any pair ( Tj, ( Y, 9)) such that 
wl/pl < Wj/pj and d, 2 9 + pj. Indeed, from Criteria 5 and 6 we know that the only 
nondominated subschedule would have t = 9 + pj; but any solution obtained from it 
can be improved by interchanging T, and Tj. 
Criterion 8. If L’(F, t) is produced by procedure LB with no task splitting, the 
subschedule is not generated, since we have its optimal completion (hence the 
incumbent solution is possibly updated). 
Criterion 9. If, for the current t, z(( Y, 9), Tj, t) + L’(F, t) 2 UB holds, then the sub- 
schedule needs not to be generated. If in addition the current Tj has Wj >, 0, then the 
computation of (11) can be halted since both terms of the left-hand side are non- 
decreasing as t increases, so no higher value of t could produce nondominated 
subschedules. 
Criterion 10. If w,, < 0 for each Th E F, then L’(F, t) takes the same value for all 
t = 9 + pj, .-.2 t,,, hence needs to be computed only once for each Tj and (Y, 9). 
In addition, if wj < 0 it is convenient to execute the computation of (11) for 
t=t t -l,..., max, max terminating as soon as the local lower bound is no less than UB 
(while if Wj > 0, the computation is terminated by Criterion 9). 
Criterion 11. If a task T,, E F exists such that ph 2 pj, dh < dj, and wh > Wj, then the 
maximum value oft to be considered for the computation of (11) is 9 + ph - 1. Indeed, 
any solution with Ch > Cj having an idle time interval of length at least ph - pj just 
before Tj could be improved by interchanging Tj and T,. 
Criterion 12. For any ( Y, 9) and Tj, no z(( Y,S), Tj, t) such that t - 9 - pj 
3 ph* = min{& Th E F, wh > O> needs to be computed. Indeed, any solution ob- 
tained from such a subschedule (i.e., having Cj 2 9 + pj + ph. and Ch’ > Cj) could be 
improved by moving Th* to the idle time interval (8,s + ph*] . 
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We finally observe that precedence relations can exist between tasks with equal 
processing time. If T, and T, are such that p, = ps, d, < d, and w, 2 ws, then any 
solution to P with C, < C, could be improved by interchanging T, and T,. Hence 
Pj = { Th f Tj: ph = pj, d,, < dj, and wh 3 wj> is the set of tasks which needs to be 
scheduled before Tj in an optimal solution (when all relations hold with equality, 
Th E Pj only if h < j). It follows that, at any stage, no subproblem is generated for 
those Tj and Y such that Pj GY. 
5. Computational experiments 
We coded in C language the branch-and-bound algorithm BB of Section 4.1 and the 
dynamic programming algorithm DP of Section 4.2. We executed computational 
experiments on a PC 486 with a 33 MHz clock by using the data generations 
described, for problem P’, in [2, 51. For each task Tj the values of pi, tlj and fij are 
uniformly randomly generated in range [l, lo] so that 
Class 1: Clj d Bj for approximately 50% of the tasks; 
Class 2: aj 6 fij for approximately 66% of the tasks; 
Class 3: aj < Bj for approximately 33% of the tasks. 
The deadline of each task Tj is uniformly randomly generated in range 
[p-C?= 1 pj, p’Cr= 1 pj], with four (B-, p’) pairs: (0.75,1.25), (0.25,1.75), (0.75,1.75) 
and (0.50,2.50). 
For each pair (fi-, b’ ) in each class and for each value of n ( = 10, 20, 30,40, 50), 
five feasible problems were generated, giving a total of 300 instances. 
The results are given in columns BB and DP of Tables l-3. The branch-and-bound 
algorithm was executed with an imposed limit M on the number of decision nodes 
(experimentally determined as M = 5 n 103), the dynamic programming algorithm 
with a limit of 16 000 on the number of states. The entries give the average CPU times 
and, in brackets, the number of unsolved instances, if any. The results show a certain 
“complementarity” of the two approaches in the sense that several instances were very 
difficult for one of them but relatively easy for the other. Such behavior is not unusual 
when NP-hard problems of limited size are solved through depth-first branch-and- 
bound or dynamic programming algorithms. Indeed, if an instance has many equiva- 
lent solutions the branch-and-bound approach tends to explore a high number of 
decision nodes, while dynamic programming easily eliminates equivalent states. If, 
instead, the instance has few equivalent solutions and the branch-and-bound algorithm 
finds an optimum after a few decision nodes, a tight bound can fathom most of the 
remaining nodes, while dynamic programming needs in any case to perform all the 
states before a complete solution is obtained. Similar behavior is encountered, for 
example, in the solution of knapsack-type problems (see, e.g. Martello and Toth [lo]). 
Hence we obtained an effective exact algorithm BBDP by combining the two 
approaches as follows. We start by executing procedures LB and JOIN; if the lower 
and upper bound are different, the branch-and-bound algorithm is executed: if the 
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Class 1: aj < Bj for approximately 50% of the tasks 
W,8’) n Exact solution Approximate solution 
BB DP BBDP GRASP JOIN 
Time Time Time Time %Err Time %Err 
10 
(0.75, 1.25) :: 
40 
50 
10 
(0.25, 1.75) :: 
40 
50 
10 
(0.75, 1.75) : 
40 
50 
10 
(0.50, 2.50) :: 
40 
50 
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.24 
0.05 0.41 0.05 1.80 
1.65 13.20 1.65 5.71 
48.83 25.83 48.83 13.67 
147.88 135.63 (3) 147.88 26.29 
0.01 0.03 0.01 0.25 
0.06 0.76 0.06 1.79 
6.42 19.33 6.42 5.82 
23.87 33.14 (1) 23.87 13.09 
178.93 (2) 106.04 (1) 196.73 26.37 
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.26 
0.24 0.68 0.24 1.89 
4.23 3.52 4.23 5.78 
70.60 28.16 (1) 70.60 13.54 
160.61 (1) 109.23 (2) 183.21 26.07 
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.26 
0.18 0.29 0.18 2.01 
5.54 1.63 5.54 6.37 
123.86 (1) 20.68 129.86 15.01 
170.54 (1) 56.85 171.94 29.46 
0.00 0.02 
0.38 0.07 
0.87 0.28 
0.54 0.55 
0.94 0.96 
0.00 0.05 
1.58 0.12 
0.57 0.32 
1.21 0.52 
0.61 0.93 
0.00 0.04 
0.53 0.11 
0.91 0.26 
0.73 0.60 
1.04 1.07 
1.14 0.05 
0.20 0.10 
0.37 0.33 
1.10 0.76 
0.58 1.65 
0.00 
0.24 
0.10 
0.11 
0.33 
0.00 
0.00 
0.59 
0.29 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 
0.06 
0.40 
0.19 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.08 
0.05 
Table 2 
Class 2: aj < Bj for approximately 66% of the tasks 
(B-?/-J+) n Exact solution Approximate solution 
BB DP BBDP GRASP JOIN 
Time Time Time Time % Err Time %Err 
10 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.23 0.00 0.05 1.15 
: 
0.26 1.68 0.26 1.95 0.57 0.13 0.66 
(0.75, 1.25) 3.27 4.60 3.27 5.87 0.82 0.25 0.03 
40 103.88 (1) 27.24 106.08 14.07 1.20 0.52 0.36 
50 301.06 (3) 107.26 (4) 402.26 27.11 2.14 1.14 0.76 
10 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.05 0.00 
:: 
0.27 0.80 0.27 1.77 0.76 0.10 0.17 
(0.25, 1.75) 1.77 7.24 1.77 5.98 0.66 0.24 0.06 
. 40 126.88 (1) 20.53 (1) 128.68 13.21 1.39 0.52 0.36 
50 185.05 (1) 120.69 (2) 193.65 26.98 1.49 1.03 0.37 
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Table 2 continued 
39 
W>B’) n Exact solution Approximate solution 
BB DP BBDP GRASP JOIN 
Time Time Time Time %Err Time %Err 
10 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.23 0.00 0.02 0.00 
:: 
0.48 0.53 0.48 1.79 0.55 0.12 0.16 
(0.75, 1.75) 2.26 23.27 (1) 2.26 6.03 0.58 0.31 0.18 
40 16.96 27.26 (1) 16.96 13.58 1.37 0.46 0.13 
50 159.19 (1) 41.23 (1) 197.79 25.78 1.37 0.98 0.11 
10 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.27 0.00 0.04 0.00 
20 0.34 0.64 0.34 1.93 0.95 0.13 0.00 
(0.50, 2.50) 30 14.31 5.86 14.31 6.78 0.68 0.56 0.16 
40 102.93 (1) 31.76 103.73 15.42 0.85 0.93 0.04 
50 278.05 (3) 45.46 306.65 30.74 0.98 1.48 0.03 
Table 3 
Class 3: aj < flj for approximately 33% of the tasks 
(B-38’) n Exact solution Approximate solution 
BB DP BBDP GRASP JOIN 
Time Time Time Time %Err Time %Err 
10 
(0.75, 1.25) :“o 
40 
50 
10 
(0.25, 1.75) :: 
40 
50 
10 
20 
(0.75, 1.75) 30 
40 
50 
10 
(0.50, 2.50) :o” 
40 
50 
0.02 0.00 0.02 0.23 0.52 0.03 
0.13 0.41 0.13 1.83 0.21 0.09 
2.12 4.35 2.12 6.08 0.70 0.26 
21.93 67.00 (2) 21.93 13.74 0.89 0.57 
217.82 (2) 116.00 (4) 343.82 (2) 27.16 0.47 1.19 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.23 0.03 0.02 
0.26 0.64 0.26 1.87 0.09 0.09 
6.59 3.47 6.59 5.73 0.60 0.26 
29.01 39.14 29.01 13.50 0.54 0.50 
230.91 (2) 144.18 (3) 300.51 (1) 26.57 0.59 0.85 
0.04 0.02 0.04 0.24 0.00 0.02 
0.17 0.44 0.17 1.79 0.17 0.11 
2.97 4.29 2.97 5.88 0.89 0.23 
16.55 79.79 (3) 16.55 13.62 0.78 0.52 
253.23 (3) 87.87 (2) 316.03 26.03 0.63 0.86 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.26 0.07 0.02 
0.60 0.69 0.60 1.99 0.53 0.17 
3.68 3.09 3.68 6.40 0.08 0.32 
221.37 (2) 39.41 242.37 14.60 0.56 0.90 
251.71 (3) 60.01 290.7 1 29.71 0.34 1.48 
0.00 
0.28 
0.17 
0.42 
0.13 
0.03 
0.00 
0.75 
0.10 
0.06 
0.00 
0.04 
0.32 
0.58 
0.26 
0.00 
0.08 
0.00 
0.12 
0.01 
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optimal solution is not found within M decision nodes, the dynamic programming 
algorithm is executed (with a limit of 16000 states), using as upper bound the best 
solution obtained so far. Columns BBDP of Tables l-3 show that the resulting 
algorithm effectively solved the generated instances. The dynamic programming 
phase was executed in 28 cases out of 300. The performance of BBDP compares 
favorably with that of the dynamic programming approach tested in [2]. 
We also coded in C language the approximation algorithm JOIN of Section 3 and 
the GRASP heuristic described in [S]. The corresponding computational results are 
in the last two columns of Tables 1-3, where each entry gives the average CPU time 
and the average percentage rror with respect to the optimal solution. Algorithm 
JOIN produced very good solutions with CPU times one order of magnitude smaller 
than the GRASP approach. 
6. Conclusion 
The scheduling problem considered in this paper generalizes a classical problem in 
scheduling theory and has interesting applications in Just In Time production. It is 
NP-hard and in practice very difficult to solve. We have developed a bounding scheme 
and a hybrid algorithm which permits the exact solution of instances having up to 50 
tasks, the largest size ever attained. We have also obtained an approximation algo- 
rithm which outperforms heuristic algorithms from the literature. 
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